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Abstract-Clustering is very helpful in the analysis of raw data. As the clustering is unsupervised learning technique so
in order to optimize the results we use classifier with clustering. This paper proposes hybrid technique in which
weighted k mean is used for clustering whereas neural networks and SVM are used as classifiers .Weighted k mean
results in unlabelled data by calculating the feature weights of clusters. Neural networks and SVM will label the
unlabelled data as they have the ability to recognize the patterns. Optimized results will have the less entropy which is
the randomness in the retrieved results. Also we have optimized the 8 performance measures of clustering and
classification.
Keywords- Weighted k mean (WKM), Feed forward Neural networks (NN), Support vector machine (SVM), entropy
reduction, Specificity, Sensitivity, F measure, G mean, precision, recall.
I.
INTRODUCTION
In web mining , content process mining consist of the conversion of Web information like text, images, scripts and others
into useful forms with the clustering, categorization ,classification of Web page titles. But this useful form is main
concern as the search results contain a lot of randomness, inaccuracy in the retrieved results which are queried by the
user.
In this paper, we are describing a hybrid technique in order to give better search results. In this hybrid method, first we
are using weighted k mean for making clusters of text files and excel sheets. The output of weighted k mean which is the
clusters is given as input to the neural networks. Neural networks by classifying the data in its internal hidden layers
gives the optimized results with effective accuracy and reduced entropy.
Similarly, again we make the clusters with weighted k mean and give its output to SVM (support vector machine).SVM
being classifier, classify the unlabelled data by applying labels and give us the optimized results. Results with both the
classifiers are compared which shows that weighted k mean with neural networks gives more better results than weighted
k mean with SVM.
II.
TECHNIQUES
A. Weighted k mean for clusteringBy introducing weight vector, the weighted K Means algorithm not only decreases the effects of irrelevant attributes
towards clustering results, but also reflects semantic information when clustering takes place [2].
Algorithm steps of weighted k mean
1. Begin
2. initialize Dataset D,N, K, C1, C2, . . . , CK, Current Pass=1; where D is dataset, N is size of data set, K is number of
clusters to be formed, CW1, CW2, . . . , CWK are cluster centers and W is weight Assigned, Current Pass is the total
no. of scans over the dataset.
3. do assign the n data points to the closest Ci; if CurrentPass%2==0 recomputed C1, C2, . . . , CK using weighted K
Mean function; Else Increase Current Pass by one. Until no change in CW1, CW2 …. CWK;
4. Return CW1, CW2, . . . , CWK;
5. End [22].
B. Neural networks and SVM for the classification of dataA neural network is a group of nodes that are interconnected for pattern recognition [3]. Here, each circular node
represents an artificial neuron that processes the data to give the optimized classification results. Feed forward technique
of neural is used in the proposed methodology. NN has the transparency and more epochs property which makes it better
classifier.
SVM stands for support vector machine. It is very useful in Information retrieval (IR) for target recognition [11]. SVM is
the classification function to distinguish between members of the two classes in the training data [9].Linear SVM
technique is also used in our proposed work.
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C. Genetic algorithm for more optimized resultsIt is an evaluation function is used to calculate the “goodness” of each chromosome. During evaluation, two basic
operators, crossover and mutation, are used to simulate the natural reproduction and Mutation of species. The selection of
chromosomes for survival and combination is biased towards the fittest chromosomes. The selection of chromosomes for
survival and combination is biased towards the fittest chromosomes [21].
D. Proposed methodology
The proposed methodology works in two phases. In first phase, WKM is combined with feed forward NN and in second
phase WKM is combined with SVM. In the end, Results are compared between these two phases-.
Phase-1
1. Upload the data sample.
2. Apply WKM to get the clusters on the basis of weight assigned to data.
3. Classify the clusters using feed forward NN.
4. Get the optimized results.
Phase-2
5. Upload the data sample
6. Apply WKM to get the clusters on the basis of weight assigned to data features.
7. Classify the clusters using SVM.
8. Finally get a comparison between WKM with feed forward NN technique and WKM with SVM on the basis of
various performances metric.
E. Parameters of Evaluation
1) Entropy-It is the randomness in retrieved results. Its value varies between 0 and 1.0 means less uncertainty in the
sample so value must lie near 0 [4].
𝐻 𝑝 = − 𝑛𝑖=1 𝑝 𝑥𝑖 𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑝 𝑥𝑖
(2)
2) Efficiency-It is the percentage of the efficient results. Its value must be high.
3) Accuracy-It is the percentage of the accuracy with which the retrieved results are best coming. Its value must be
high[16].
𝑇𝑃+𝑇𝑁
𝐴𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑦 =
(3)
𝑇𝑃+𝐹𝑃+𝐹𝑁+𝑇𝑁
Where TP= true positives, TN = true negatives, FP= false positives, FN= false negatives.
4) G mean-It represents the mean of the information represented. It is the normalized arithmetic mean form but less than
arithmetic mean [18].
𝐺 𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 = √𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 × 𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙
(4)
5) F measure- It is used for the document classification and also for the query classification performance. Its value is best
at 1 and worst at 0[14][15].
2×𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙 ×𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛
F measure=
(5)
𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙 +𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛

6) Recall-It is the ratio of hits to the number of URLs that are requested. Its value must be less for better
results[14],[15].Where TP is True positive, FN is false negative.
𝑇𝑃
𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙 =
(6)
𝑇𝑃+𝐹𝑁
7) Precision-Ratio that hit the number of URLs prefetched. Its value must be higher and its range is in between 0 and
1[14],[15].
𝑇𝑃
𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 =
(7)
𝑇𝑃+𝐹𝑃
8) Specificity-It is the true negative rate that is correctly rejected. Its value must be higher[17].
Where TN is true negative and FP is false positive.
𝑇𝑁
𝑆𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦 =
(8)
𝑇𝑁+𝐹𝑃
9) Sensitivity- It is the true positive rate that is correctly identified. Its value must be lower for better results. Its range is 0
and 1[17].
𝑇𝑃
𝑆𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑖𝑡𝑦 =
(9)
𝑇𝑃+𝐹𝑁

III.
RESULTS
A. Experimental setup
We have implemented the proposed scheme using MATLAB R2010a. Four datasets are used for the clustering and
classification. Dataset 1 is apple.xls which contains the database of apple company.Dataset 2 is Job.xls which is the
database of jobs. Dataset 3 is the lung cancer.txt, which contain the information regarding the symptoms of lung cancer.
Dataset 4 is the breastcancer.txt, which give the symptoms of breast cancer.

Dataset1
Dataset2
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Table 1- Datasets used
Apple.xls(Src. UCIrepository)
Jobs.xls(Src. UCI repository)
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Dataset3
Lungcancer.txt(Src. UC repository)
Dataset4
Breastcancer.txt(Src. UCI repository)
First phase include WKM with feed forward NN- In first phase, WKM with feed forward NN is used. WKM make the
clusters of datasets by assigning weights to the features of objects. Neural signals are tuned with weights. Neural has 3
layers; which are the input layer, hidden layers and output layers. In input layer we give classification set and training set
as input. Classification set is the output of weighted k mean and training set is the data that is already trained by default
in mat lab. Hidden layers contain epochs. In these hidden layers, FAR and FRR are created for the classification results.
Entropy reduction in WKM with NN-

Figure 1- Entropy factor before optimization

Figure 2- Entropy factor after optimization

In figure 1, green dots tell us the outliers detected in the retrieved results. They are scattered to the larger area. Outliers
more in results leads to more entropy which is a major cause for worst results. In figure 2, green dots are the outliers.
After optimization of WKM with feed forward NN we get the better results, as the entropy is reduced to the smaller area
and after that we get the results without outliers which are shown by blue line.
Second phase using WKM with SVM – in second phase, WKM with SVM classifier is used. Linear classification is used.
Linear SVM technique is used. Also for more optimization genetic algorithm has been used in both phases which gives
the survival of fittest.
B. Comparing WKM with NN and WKM with SVM
Accuracy graph
Figure 3 shows that accuracy of neural networks is greater than SVM as neural networks give more accuracy in retrieved
results. Accuracy depends upon the probability of detection and probability of false alarm.

Figure 3 Accuracy graph between WKM with NN and WKM with SVM
Entropy graph
In figure 4, entropy of NN retrieved results is very less as compared to SVM. By hybrid WKM with feed forward NN
entropy is effectively get reduced. Blue line of SVM shows the higher uncertainity in the outputs and black line proves
that NN reduced the entropy. Entropy is the randomness in the retrieved results. If the uncertainity is lower then its value
reaches 0 otherwise reaches 1. Entropy is reduced in case of feed forward NN as compared to SVM classifier because
SVM has very less concept of transparency.
© 2014, IJARCSSE All Rights Reserved
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Figure 4 Entropy graph between WKM with NN and weighted k mean with SVM.
Sensitivity graph
In figure 5, Sensitivity for NN is less as compared to the SVM technique. Sensitivity is the true positive rate that can be
correctly identified. The black line in graph proves that NN has less sensitivity and blue line proves the greater sensitivity
in SVM.

Figure 5 Sensitivity graph between WKM with NN and WKM with SVM
Specificity graph
In figure 6, Specificity for the neural is greater, as compared to SVM technique. Black line of neural in figure 6 shows
that specificity is greatly enhanced in comparison to SVM. Blue line proves that the SVM results have less specificity
values.

Figure 6 Specificity graph between WKM with NN and WKM with SVM
F measure graph
In figure 7, f measure value is high for NN as neural in combination with WKM makes better classification results. F
measure is used for the query classification or document classification. F measure is best at its 1 value. Black line in
figure 7 proves that f measure value for neural is better and blue line of SVM has comparatively less accurate results.
© 2014, IJARCSSE All Rights Reserved
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Figure 7- F measure graph between WKM with NN and WKM with SVM
C. Comparing the values of parameters in hybrid clustering and classification
Table 2 Parameters of weighted k mean and neural networks
Weighted k mean + Neural networks
Ranges
Dataset1
Dataset2
Dataset3

Dataset4

Entropy

0-1(decimals)

0.1171

0.08701

0.01557

0.1197

Efficiency

0-100%

95.16

93.4293

92.4316

94.415

Accuracy

0-100%

90.99

92.51

92.981

91.90

G mean

0-1(decimals)

0.0503

0.0703

0.21253

0.1526

F measure

0-1(decimals)

0.1691

0.2113

0.1765

0.9339

Recall

0-1(decimals)

0.1303

0.1061

0.15066

0.2692

Precision

0-1(decimals)

0.9042

0.11664

0.93788

0.4752

Specificity

0-1(decimals)

0.2496

0.1161

0.2998

0.2693

0.1303

0.0426

0.15066

0.0865

Sensitivity

0-1(decimals)

Table 3 Parameters of weighted k mean and SVM
Weighted k mean + SVM
Ranges
Entropy
Efficiency
Accuracy
G mean
F measure
Recall

0-1(decimals)
0-100%
0-100%
0-1(decimals)
0-1(decimals)
0-1(decimals)

Dataset1

Dataset2

Dataset3

Dataset4

0.5227

0.7978

0.6227

0.4321

82.318

82.21

76.168

87.227

84.318

85.50

83.610

82.438

0.17224

0.7890

0.6670

0.1677

0.06259

0.0567

0.0646

0.16997

0.1906

0.0144

0.0190

0.14424

Precision

0-1(decimals)

0.3181

0.4988

0.3890

0.90305

Specificity

0-1(decimals)

0.15564

0.3221

0.2337

0.9497

Sensitivity

0-1(decimals)

0.1906

0.0156

0.01903

0.14424
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D. Comparing average graphs of parameters

Weighted k mean +
Neural networks
96

Dataset1
Dataset2

Percentage

1
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0
Entropy
G mean
F measure
Recall
Precision
Specificity
Sensitivity

0 to 1 values

Weighted k mean +
Nueral networks

Dataset3

94
92
Efficiency

90

Accuracy

88

Dataset4

1

Number of times execution done

2

3

4

Number of times execution done

Figure 8 Average graph of parameters of weighted k mean with neural networks

Dataset1

Dataset2

Weighted k mean+ SVM
90
Percentage

1
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0
Entropy
G mean
F measure
Recall
Precision
Specificity
Sensitivity

0 t0 1 values

Weighted k mean +
SVM

85
80
75

Efficiency

70

Accuracy

Dataset3
Dataset4

Number of times execution done

Number of times executtion done

Figure 9 Average graph of parameters of weighted k mean and SVM
The Figure 8 shows that WKM with NN gives less entropy value, less G mean value, less recall value, less sensitivity
value and gives greater f measure value, specificity value, precision value, but with more accuracy and efficiency. The
Figure 9 shows that WKM with SVM gives more entropy value, less G mean value, less recall value, less sensitivity
value and gives less f measure value, specificity value, precision value as compared to WKM with NN. Also it has less
accuracy and less efficient results.
IV.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have evaluated the hybrid clustering and classification technique. The evaluation us done in two
phases; first is weighted k mean with neural networks; second is weighted k mean with SVM. The results in both the
phases are compared with each other which show that neural classifier gives more optimized results with weighted k
mean as compared to the SVM classifier because neural use many epochs to give better results. Weighted k mean with
neural networks reduces the entropy, sensitivity, recall and increases effectively efficiency, accuracy, precision,
specificity, f measure; which are the performance metrics for the retrieval process.
Future work-Results are depending on the data, so dependency can be reduced in future work. NN feed forward
technique is used in the research work, pyramidal NN, back propagation can be used to obtain better results. This hybrid
technique works on the numerical and categorical data, the future work can be done by using the time series data or
spatial data.
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